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I hope this month’s newsletter finds you fit-and-well and in good spirits, as we continue
our new life in a more relaxed state of lockdown.
Thank you all for supporting the online competitions during recent months and
congratulations to all of the winners. You can view some of the recent competition
winners on page 03. Congratulations too, to Jolanta, Tony Dyson, Chris Johnson and
Hazel Lane on their promotions to Group 2. Very well-deserved.
Our next online competition is approaching fast. The deadline for the ‘Three Themes’
competition is Thursday 4th June 2020 (midnight). Up to three pictures on the themes:
‘In Isolation’, ‘My Local Area’ and ‘Table-Top’. Pictures to shirleyphotos@hotmail.co.uk,
having the conventional resolution (1400 x 1050). Just to re-iterate, any images entered
into these ‘lockdown’ challenges are still eligible to be entered in future competitions
next year.
Each year the outgoing President has the honour of presenting the Patrick Barlow Award
to a member of our Society. This special award is to recognise a member of the club,
who is not a member of the committee, but has made an outstanding contribution. This
year’s winner is Roy Buckle. Roy embodies everything the Society stands for. He is a
steadfast supporter of everything we do, whether it be a photographic day out, a social
occasion, an online competition, a member’s evening, reading the titles during a
competition, a joke for the newsletter, or building the stands at last summer’s exhibition.
A very well-deserved accolade and a nomination supported by every member of our
club. Well done Roy! Many thanks for all you do. The very best of colleagues.
Now, as we continue to enjoy time at home, a few ideas for photographic projects to try:
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Practise pet photography
Experiment with window light
Practise portrait photography
A new selfie or profile picture
Experiment with macro photography
Edit, retouch old pictures
Scan in old prints
Organise your photo files
Create a website
Create a photobook

All the berry vest!
Phil Moorhouse LRPS
SPS Newsletter Editor

Calling all members …..
We are always on the look-out for contributions to our Society Newsletter. If you would
like to submit an article, your biography, some photographs, a tutorial, a joke, a puzzle, a
poem, an advertisement, or anything else you can think of, all contributions will be
gratefully received at:
phil-moorhouse@virginmedia.com
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A Word from
Frazer
(Further to the April
2020 Newsletter)

Dear Editor,
I am so very chuffed that your readers enjoyed my recent letter. Were it not for the fact
that Mummy's gardener's girlfriend recently groomed me, my head might have become
so large that I could not get out through the kitchen door and into my garden! Mummy
tells me that she is experiencing lock down but for me life has continued as normal. I
sleep until late morning, have my breakfast / lunch and supper as usual and most
importantly enjoy my daily walk. Mummy is very kind and allows me to choose which
walk we will go on. We go out just before dusk and normally meet no-one. This suits me
fine because past life experiences have made me scared of strange dogs. Mummy says
this is good for her too because she is self-distancing whatever that means.
I hope you enjoyed the recent sunny spell or
weather. I love sunbathing. Mummy's
gardeners came and spent two days finishing
her new garden wall. I like them because they
always talk to me and give me a cuddle. They
have accepted that I am their supervisor and
that at times I must inspect their work. During
one of my inspections I nearly managed to
steal their packet of chocolates. Unfortunately
for me, it was just out of reach and they
spotted me stretching my paw to try and knock
the bag to the ground. They thought it was
very funny, but Mummy was not amused. She
was even less amused when, the day after I
was groomed, I disappeared to my secret
place and had a roll. When I came home, I had
mud all over my left shoulder. That is why
Mummy has chosen another picture of me
made for her by Hilary Roberts with a little help
from Alison Lingley.
Mummy asked me to tell you that she very
much enjoyed Dave Venables' interpretation of judges’ comments. She well remembers
when she first started entering competitions, there was another popular phrase used by
judges. It was 'this image shows a pleasing lack of definition' which meant 'not a single
thing in the image is sharp'.
Yours woofily,
Frazer Sutcliffe

Malapropisms

The Sayings of Mrs Malaprop….
• ‘Illiterate him quite from your memory’ (obliterate).
• ‘We have today comprehended two auspicious persons’ (apprehended two
suspicious persons).
• ‘I have no delusions of the past’ (allusions).
• ‘You could have knocked me over with a fender’ (feather).
• ‘A rolling stone gathers no moths’ (moss).
• ‘Good punctuation means not to be late’ (punctuality).
• ‘Having one wife is called monotony’ (monogamy).
• ‘Tom is the very pineapple of politeness’ (pinnacle).
• ‘I remember because I have a photogenic memory’ (photographic).
• ‘Flying saucers are just an optical conclusion’ (illusion).
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Competition
Results

‘No Place Like Home’
A fun online competition judged by Dave Tucker, EFIAP/s, DPAGB, BPE3*. Here are
some of the highlights:

1st ‘Milo’ Tony Dyson

2nd ‘If Only there was an N’
Jane Roby

Eligibility of
Competition Entries
• Work judged in previous
seasons cannot be entered
into competitions in any
format.
• Work may not be entered
more than twice during the
same season (except where
it is part of a panel)
• Work entered into the ‘fun’
competitions (Christmas
Knockout and Six Prints) is
not constrained by the
above rule.
• If an image is ‘dropped’
because of excessive entries
in a competition, it is not
counted as ‘entered’.
• If work is considered to be
so similar to a previously
entered image the
Competition Secretary has
the discretion to withhold
the work.
• Work entered for the
President’s Assignment
must have been created in
the year following the
announcement of the
theme.

3rd ‘From Grandma’s Sewing Box’
Jenny Ladbrooke

Highly Commended
‘Hygge’
Anna Ladbrooke
‘Sharing the News’
Jolanta B Axon
‘More Home Macro Skills’
John Leighton
‘Garden Bi-Colour Tulips’
Patrick Reynolds
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Competition
Results
(Continued)

The ‘Two-Points’ Competition
Another fun online competition, this time judged by the audience. Here are some of the
highlights:

1st Jane Roby ‘Girl on a Bench’ and ‘Harbour Seals’

2nd Mick Schilling
‘One Direction’
‘Heading out to Visit Grandma’

Did You Know? ….
If you shoot in RAW, you
can open the RAW file
more than once,
process it differently
each time, saving each
image with a different
name. Then, you can
open the files in
Photoshop, overlaying
them with different
blending modes to
create interesting
effects. Try it! It may be
useful to recover the
detail in a bland,
uninteresting sky.

3rd Jolanta B Axon ‘Hellebore’ and ‘The Best of Lockdown’

Chinese Proverb…
Man with both feet on the ground have trouble pulling up trousers.
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More Worms
Of Wisdy
Professor Unwin

Professor Unwin’s Guide to Covid-19
Now, once upon a polly tito, in a land far, far
awale, an evil buglet travellit from an underdone de fledermaus to a humane carrierloder.
Oh folly! A worm of warny, always cookit de
fledermaus until wellit-most done. Folly!
The evil buglet, all trickly-how and huffalodowder, roamit across the European contilode,
leavy casualties and poorly-most health in
every provincit, Easterly-to-Westermost. Covoniaviolet was its namelode.
By the monthly-tito of Marchit, covoniaviolet fallolopped across the channelode to
Britters. Oh Folly! Folly! With mounty casualties and poorly-most health, the Britters
Premierloder, Boris Johnstole, announcit that the Britters should ‘Stayit Home, Protectit
the NHS and Savit the Lives’. Lockit-down!
With casualties escalit into many-most thousands, Britters found thyself in a nation-wode
emergence. Oh fundamole! Soon, even the Britters Premierloder, Johnstole, took proper
poorly-most with the covoniaviolet. Boris recoverit, but many-most Britters and
peeploders around the worle did not. A testy-most and scarymost tito. Always
remembrole the yearly-tito of 2020. Let’s facit, our eyebolds, and the eyebolds of the
governerloders, beit ‘orf-the-ball’ with all thine Brexit nonsense. Pahr! Oh folly! Now,
Britters needs unitie more than ether.
‘Stayit Home, Protectit the NHS and Savit the Lives’. With much hither-and-hoff and
more huffalo-dowder to come, rest-assurit, we’ll get thoughit-most together. Stayit safe,
peeploders.
Keep photolopping those pickles! Deep joy!
Prof S. Unwin

19-22 September 2020, The NEC, Birmingham
Postposed from March, the Photography Show and Video Show will return to the NEC,
between 19-22 September 2020, offering everything any photographer or moving image
maker, enthusiast or pro could possibly dream of; from the latest kit by leading brands
to inspiring talks and demos from some of the best names in the industry. Not only that,
it is fun and accessible to all (families welcome). Whatever your level or interest, come
and see what it is all about.

Stop me if you’ve heard this one …
Can we uninstall 2020 and install is again? This version seems to have a virus.
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Lockdown
Self-Protection
Mick Schilling CPAGB

For a Countryside-loving, Nature Guy
Ok, so, lockdown. At first, I was ill and isolating from
work, but as the sun was out, and a little fresh air is
always good for the soul, so the garden beckoned. I
glance at the fence and what do I find? A nice cute
zebra spider! RESULT!
Next up, I`m seeing a lot of hoverflies, and bee-flies
too. These are cool. Little fluffy flies that mimic bees
for a bit of protection. They lay their eggs on the soil
where the larvae hatch and find a grub to eat their
way into, which they live off until they are ready to
hatch out as an adult. They also mate on the wing.
Hoverflies – whizzy little tiny fast flies and
difficult to photograph. But I have time, and
after a bit of practice, I was getting
somewhere. A good eye, tracking focus
mode, a wide focus area, 1/800th or faster
and a reasonably slow aperture of about f8
– hey presto!
After a while I was finding all sorts in the
garden, even having to Google to get an
identification. Doing this I found out
there was a German entomologist in the
1820`s called Schilling who identified
many new species, maybe I`m a distant
descendant and have inherited some of
his interests?
The kits I use includes:
Long lens – 55-250mm, 70-300mm or
100-400mm is fine
Macro lens – close-up attachments can
help if you don’t have one, or get a
reversing ring and turn your kit lens
backwards, focussing manually?
Sunshine is fine, but use tinfoil as a
reflector if you need to increase it.
A steady hand, or a bean bag, tripods can
be useful but I find they just get in the way
with moving subjects
Practice! Let`s face it – we have plenty of
time spare, so why not use it to hone our
skills?
You know what to expect to see from me
next season ;)
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Online
Learning
John Leighton

I came across a Video on YouTube entitled "Photography On Line - May 2020 - The
Show For Photographers". This is a monthly program that caters for all levels of
photographers who wish to further their skills. There are tips from professional
photographers on a wide range of topics, and competitions with prizes.
The topics in the May issue that I found interesting were:
- How to clean your camera (lens and sensor).
- Serious look at depth of field.
- Ten views of the ISLE of Skye.

Magazines
For Free!
Georgina Foxwell

Reading photography magazines for free!
Did you know that there are a number of photography magazines that you can read for
free if you have a membership at one of the Solihull MBC libraries?
It is well worth exploring the amount of resources that are available at your
fingertips. Until relatively recently I had no idea about the range of books and magazines
that are available online. But looking through the catalogue you can “borrow” the
following photography magazines all of which retail for around £3-4 per month if you
were to buy the print version:
- Practical Photoshop
- Digital Camera
- Amateur Photographer
- Digital Camera World
- What Digital Camera
- Digital SLR Photography
All you need is to set up your membership - very easy to do through any of the Solihull
MBC libraries. You will then be given your PIN which allows you to reserve, borrow and
renew books and magazines online at any time through the RBdigital App. This
resource seems to be a well-guarded secret and if it’s not used then I’m guessing there
is a danger it could be withdrawn. Take a look - it’s amazing just what is available!

I’m Sure Some
Will Relate
Contributed by
David Venables
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Do I or
Don’t I
Jane Roby
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The story of a couple of photos and how they came to be entered into club competitions.
First of all, how do you see club competitions? Do you enter convinced that you have
the best photo the judge has ever seen, and it’s bound to win first prize, or do you enter
in the hope of some positive feedback that will help you to progress with your own
photography and, just maybe, you might get somewhere in the credits. For most of us
the second statement should be the more accurate. Having been a member of SPS
since September 2007 I have seen a variety of judging styles, some good, some bad,
some arrogant and some quite modest. One or two have been so dreadful that the judge
has not been invited back. Fortunately, those times are few and most of the judges we
have seen over the years have been an interesting bunch of characters with their own
idiosyncrasies and preferences. I remember a judge arriving and saying that he knew
he was at Shirley PS because he could feel the buzz before he entered the room. That
is typical of the sort of comments that have earned us a reputation as a friendly club.
One of the most important things to remember about judges is that they are expressing
a personal opinion, there is no right or wrong answer. A photo can win one competition
and not even get held back in another. As such it is fairly common to hear good things
about your image, and then find it gets nowhere, so don’t be put off. It’s only one person’s
opinion.

Understanding …
A. ISO
B. Shutter Speed
C. Aperture

On to a couple of images of mine that have done OK in competition. I should start by
saying that I have never had any formal training in photography. I’ve always had an
interest, but until recently years it was only that. Like many the advent of digital
photography has given me the opportunity to learn far more about photography and
learn a whole lot of new skills. I have to say that I have learned a lot at SPS by talking
to other members, asking questions, trying things out and listening to feedback from
Judges. That is an ongoing process. By nature, I am an opportunist photographer. I
don’t usually go out looking for photos for any particular competition, I just take what
interests me, and if I think it worth entering it goes in. I like to travel, and that often
means not being in a particular place at the right time of day or year for the best light or
angle, but occasionally I am.
One such occasion was a late
afternoon in November 2012 on
Naples Beach in Florida. The sun was
low and close to setting, but not strong
enough to cast much colour. I spotted
this little bird, a Willet, on the edge of
the foam as the waves retreated and
took this shot. Now at the time I had a
Canon 400D, which by today’s
standards is a very basic camera. I
had not yet grasped the benefits of
taking photos in RAW, so it was shot in
jpeg. Although I really like the image there were some troublesome light spots and I
was unsure of the merits of the picture, but in time I got better at editing and the software
improved. I eventually entered it into the first Digital competition of the 2017 - 18 season,
just to see how it got on. It won. So, I entered it into the points competition, where the
winner is decided on an aggregate score of three photos. It got the maximum 20 points,
and I think it was John Haines who judged and said that he didn’t know how I had
handled the exposure! The very low light and a bit of luck I would say. I didn’t win the
points competition overall, being beaten by one point by David Venables. I still like the
format however.
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Do I or
Don’t I
(Continued)

Another interesting result came in the annual
Print competition in about 2016. I used to
keep a spreadsheet of what I entered and
when, but unfortunately it disappeared from
my computer some time ago. I have no idea
how or why, and of course it should have
been backed up……. This time I was most
definitely out and about at the right time of
day. This was a trip to Sri Lanka, also with
the 400D, just before I upgraded to a 60D. Sri
Lanka is a magical place for Natural History
lovers. The population is 75% Buddhist, so
they don’t kill anything, and being an island
the wildlife has nowhere to go. You are not
allowed to hire a car, you hire a driver, and
when you see what the driving is like you
really don’t want to be the one behind the
wheel. In order to enter National Parks you
are required to hire a registered Jeep driver - all expect tips. We were up and out at first
light, back to the hotel for the middle part of the day, then back out again late afternoon
until dark. It was a brilliant holiday. One morning we arrived at our location and saw
one of many peacocks draped in the tree where it had spend the night. The sky was
hazy and the bird was totally back lit. As such the colours were muted, but the overall
composition caught my eye. At that time the annual Print competition allowed up to two
colour and one mono image. I’m not a huge fan of mono, but decided, at the last minute
to enter the Pride of the Peacock as a mono image. The judge, Louise Hill, ended up
deliberating between this image and a rather nice landscape of Crater Lake, but
awarded the Peacock first, and the Lake second, also my image. It seems she likes
mono nature shots!
I’ve upgraded my camera again since then, and now have a Canon 80D. Although the
quality of the images are much better I still have a nostalgia for those couple of
competitions where something I put in at the last minute, just to see how it did, came
away with the top prize just because the judge happened to like what I had done on the
day.
So, if you are just starting out in competition my advice would be - don’t take it too
seriously. Watch, listen and learn and go with what you like. Someone else might just
like it too.

Puzzle Corner

Quick Crossword
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Members’
Galleries
http://www.shirleyphoto.org

Jane Roby,
Webmaster

During lockdown I'm sure that many of us have finally found the time to sort out some of
our old images lurking on the computer. I am asking yet again for images for our club
website. If you haven't looked at it please take the time to look now at all the useful
information it contains as well as a showcase for members creativity.
We need more members to have their own page in the members gallery. All you need
is up to 8 images of competition standard, you can start with just one if you want. The
size needs to be 618 pixels wide, and any height. Do not add a canvas. Send to me
at roby3221@btinternet.com, and I'll do the rest. Those who already have pages please
take a look and send me some more recent images. There are some seriously old ones
in there.
If you have any good panoramic images that can be sized to 1000 x 300, I would
appreciate receiving them for the random gallery that changes on most pages of the
site. We have a library of images that change each time you open a new page. I am
keeping this at about 60, so will retire a few as and when I get new images. This keeps
the website interesting and showcases more of our work.
I have plans to revamp the home page, but the weather has just been too good to sit
inside at a computer. It will get done sometime soon.
Your support is appreciated
Jane Roby

Forthcoming
Events

Shirley PS ‘Two-Themes’ Challenge
Up to 3 images on the themes ‘In Isolation’, My Local Area’ and ‘Table-Top’) to the
usual address at shirleyphotos@hotmail.co.uk
By the deadline of Thursday 4th June 2020 (midnight).

The Photography Show

Postponed until 19th – 22nd September 2020 NEC Birmingham
Book your ticket online and use the code EOSTPS20 to get a discount of 20%:
https://photographyshow.com/buy-tickets

Visit us
On-Line!

http://www.shirleyphoto.org
https://www.facebook.com/shirleyphotographicsociety/
https://www.instagram.com/shirleyphotosoc/
Stop me if you’ve heard this one …
I have some racing geese for sale. Let me know if you want a quick gander.

Puzzle Answers

